
Quantum Symmetrially-Private Information RetrievalIordanis Kerenidis�UC Berkeleyjkeren�s.berkeley.edu Ronald de WolfyCWI Amsterdamrdewolf�wi.nlAbstratPrivate information retrieval systems (PIRs) allow a user to extrat an item from a databasethat is repliated over k � 1 servers, while satisfying various privay onstraints. We exhibitquantum k-server symmetrially-private information retrieval systems (QSPIRs) that use sub-linear ommuniation, do not use shared randomness among the servers, and preserve privayagainst honest users and dishonest servers. Classially, SPIRs without shared randomness donot exist at all.Keywords: Private information retrieval. User privay. Data privay. Quantum omputing.1 Introdution1.1 SettingThe Private Information Retrieval problem was introdued by Chor et al. [4℄. A user wants to learna bit xi from an n-bit database x = x1 : : : xn, for some i 2 [n℄ of his hoie. The privay of the userrequires that the database server learns nothing about i, in the information-theoreti sense, andgeneral eÆieny onsiderations require the ommuniation between the user and the database to belimited. Clearly, PIR an be realized by making the server send the whole database to the user. Thistakes n bits of ommuniation and an be shown to be optimal. Better protools exist if the databaseis repliated among some k � 2 di�erent servers, who annot ommuniate [4, 1, 2℄. Here we requirethat individual servers learn nothing about i. For k = 2, the best known sheme uses O(n1=3) bitsof ommuniation [4℄, and asymptotially the best known k-server uses nO(log log(k)=k log(k)) bits [2℄.For k � 2, no good lower bounds on the required ommuniation are known for this setting.In a reent paper, we showed how to obtain quantum PIR systems (QPIR, where the parties arequantum omputers and the ommuniation onsists of qubits) that use slightly less ommuniationthan the best known lassial shemes [9℄. In Table 1 we list the best known bounds on theommuniation omplexity for small numbers of servers, in the lassial as well as quantum ase.In its standard form, PIR just protets the privay of the user : the individual servers learnnothing about i. But now suppose we also want to protet the privay of the data. That is, we don'twant the user to learn anything about x beyond the xi that he asks for. For example, beause theuser should pay a fee for every xi that he learns (pay-per-view), or beause the database ontains�Supported by DARPA under agreement number F 30602-10-2-0524. Part of this work was done while visitingCWI.yMost of this work was done while a postdo at UC Berkeley, supported by Talent grant S 62{565 from theNetherlands Organization for Sienti� Researh (NWO). Also partially funded by projets QAIP (IST{1999{11234)and RESQ (IST-2001-37559) of the IST-FET programme of the EC.1



Servers PIR omplexity QPIR omplexityk = 1 �(n) �(n)k = 2 O(n1=3) O(n3=10)k = 3 O(n1=5:25) O(n1=7)k = 4 O(n1=7:87) O(n1=11)Table 1: Best known bounds on the ommuniation omplexity of lassial and quantum PIRvery sensitive information. This setting of Symmetrially-Private Information Retrieval (SPIR)was introdued by Gertner et al. [7℄ and is losely related to oblivious transfer. They showedthat SPIR is impossible even if the user is honest|i.e., follows the protool|and the servers anindividually ip oins [7, Appendix A℄. This no-go result holds no matter how many servers andhow many bits and rounds of ommuniation we allow. Therefore they extended the PIR modelby allowing the servers to share a random string that is hidden from the user, and showed how toturn any PIR sheme into a SPIR sheme with shared randomness among the servers, at a smallextra ommuniation ost. The resulting shemes are information-theoretially seure even againstdishonest users, and use a number of random bits that is of the same order as the ommuniation.The neessity of shared randomness for lassial SPIR shemes is a signi�ant drawbak, sineinformation-theoreti seurity requires new shared randomness for eah appliation of the sheme.This either requires a lot of extra ommuniation between the servers (if new shared randomnessis generated for eah new appliation) or muh memory on the parts of the servers (if randomnessis generated one for many appliations, eah server needs to store this).1.2 ResultsIn this paper, we study the existene and eÆieny of SPIR shemes in the quantum world, whereuser and servers have quantum omputers and an ommuniate qubits. Here user privay meansthat the states of individual servers should all be independent of i, and data privay means thatthe onatenation of the various states of the user is independent of the bits xj for all j 6= i. Wean distinguish between honest-user and dishonest-user data privay. In the �rst ase, data privayholds if the user is honest (follows the protool). In the seond ase, data privay should hold evenif the user deviates from the protool in any way.Our main result is that honest-user quantum SPIR shemes exist even in the ase where theservers do not share any randomness. As mentioned above, suh honest-user SPIRs without sharedrandomness are impossible in the lassial world. This gives another example of a ryptographitask that an be performed with information-theoreti seurity in the quantum world but thatis impossible lassially (key distribution [3℄ is the main example of this). The ommuniationomplexity of our k-server QSPIR shemes is of the same order as that of the best known lassialk-server PIR shemes. At �rst sight, one might think this trivial: just take a lassial sheme,ensure data privay using shared randomness among the servers, and then get rid of the sharedrandomness by letting the user entangle the messages to the servers. However, this would violatedata privay, as the user would now have \aess" to the servers' shared randomness. In atualitywe do something quite di�erent, making use of the fat that the servers an add phases that multiplyout to an overall phase. This phase allows the user to extrat xi, but nothing else.The notion of an honest user is somewhat deliate, beause learly users annot be trusted tofollow the protool in all ases. Still, there are senarios where the assumption of a honest user isnot unreasonable, for example in pay-per-view systems where the user aesses the system via some2



box, attahed to his TV, that is sealed or otherwise proteted from tampering. In this ase theuser annot deviate from the protool, but he an still be urious, trying to observe what goes oninside of his box to try to extrat more information about the database. Our honest-user QSPIRsare perfetly seure against suh users.It would be nie to have SPIR shemes that are seure even against dishonest users. However,we exhibit a large lass of PIR shemes (quantum as well as lassial) that an all be heated by adishonest quantum user. Our honest-user QSPIRs fall in this lass and hene are not seure againstdishonest users. Fortunately, if we are willing to allow shared randomness between the servers thenthe best lassial SPIRs an easily be made seure against even dishonest quantum users: if theservers measure the ommuniation in the omputational basis, the sheme is equivalent to thelassial sheme, even if the user is quantum.Remarks:(1) Often the PIR setting is generalized to t-seure PIR, where no olluding set of t serverstogether have any information about i. We fous on the t = 1 ase here in order to simplify thepresentation.(2) Very eÆient PIR and SPIR shemes are possible under omputational assumptions, evenfor k = 1 servers (see e.g. the referenes at [10℄). In this paper we fous on information-theoretiseurity.2 De�nitionsWe assume familiarity with the quantum model [12℄. The various variants of PIR are de�ned below.De�nition 1 A one-round, k-server private information retrieval (PIR) sheme with reoveryprobability 1=2 + ", query size t, and answer size a, onsists of a randomized algorithm (the user),and k randomized algorithms S1; : : : ; Sk (the servers), suh that1. On input i 2 [n℄, the user produes k t-bit queries q1; : : : ; qk and sends these to the respetiveservers. The jth server sends bak an a-bit string aj. The user outputs a bit b depending oni; a1; : : : ; ak; and his randomness.2. Reovery: For all x and i, the probability (over the user's and servers' randomness) thatb = xi is at least 1=2 + ".3. User privay: For all j, the distribution of qj (over the user's randomness) is independentof i.The ommuniation omplexity of the sheme is the total length of the ommuniation between theuser and the servers, i.e. k(t+ a) bits.All best known PIR shemes satisfy the above de�nitions with " = 1=2 (i.e., no error probability),and we will hereafter take " = 1=2 unless mentioned otherwise. It is open whether multiple-roundshemes an be better than the one-round variety we de�ned here. For PIR shemes, we an assumewithout loss of generality that the servers are deterministi. However, we need randomized serversfor the symmetrially-private variety:De�nition 2 A symmetrially-private information retrieval (SPIR) sheme is a PIR sheme withthe additional property of data privay: the user's \view" (i.e. the onatenation of his various3



states during the protool) does not depend on xj, for all j 6= i. We distinguish between private-randomness and shared-randomness SPIR shemes, depending on whether the servers individuallyip oins or have a shared random oin (hidden from the user). We also distinguish between honest-user and dishonest-user SPIR, depending on whether data privay should hold even when the userdeviates from the protool.De�nition 3 We de�ne quantum versions QPIR and QSPIR of PIR and SPIR, respetively, inthe obvious way: the user and the servers are quantum omputers, and the ommuniation usesquantum bits; user privay means that the density matrix of eah server is independent of i at allpoints in the protool; data privay means that the onatenation of the density matries that theuser has at the various points of the protool, is independent of xj, for all j 6= i. For QSPIR, westill have the distintions of private/publi-randomness and honest/dishonest-user.As mentioned in the introdution, Gertner et al. [7, Appendix A℄ exhibited quite eÆientshared-randomness SPIR shemes. One might think that these an be turned into SPIR shemeswith deterministi servers as follows: the user piks a random string, sends it to eah of theservers (along with the queries) to establish shared randomness between them, and then erases (or\forgets") his opy of the random string. However, this erasing of the random string by the useris ruled out by the de�nition, sine the user's view inludes the random string he drew. In fat,Gertner et al. [7, Appendix A℄ showed that shared randomness between the servers is neessary forthe existene of lassial SPIR (even for multi-round protools):Fat 1 For every k � 1, there is no k-server private-randomness SPIR sheme.Intuitively, the reason is that sine the servers have no knowledge of i (by user privay), theirindividual messages need to be independent of all bits of x, inluding xi, to ensure data privay.But sine they annot oordinate via shared randomness, their joint messages will be independentof the whole x as well, so the user annot learn xi.Below we show that this negative result does not apply to the quantum world: using oordinationvia quantum entanglement, we an get honest-user QSPIRs without any ommuniation or sharedrandomness between the servers at any stage of the protool.3 Honest-user quantum SPIR from PIR shemesOur honest-user QSPIR shemes work on top of the PIR shemes reently developed by Beimel etal. [2℄. These, as well as all others known, work as follows: the user piks a random string r, anddepending on i and r, piks k queries q1; : : : ; qk 2 f0; 1gt. He sends these to the respetive servers,who respond with answers a1; : : : ; ak 2 f0; 1ga. The user then outputskXj=1 aj � bj = xi;where b1; : : : ; bk 2 f0; 1ga are determined by i and r, and everything is modulo 2.We will now desribe the quantum SPIR sheme. As before, the user piks r; q1; : : : ; qk. Inaddition, he piks k random strings r1; : : : ; rk 2 f0; 1ga. He de�nes r0j = rj + bj and sets up thefollowing (k + 1)-register state1p2 j0ijq1; r1i � � � jqk; rki+ 1p2 j1ijq1; r01i � � � jqk; r0ki:4



The user keeps the �rst 1-qubit register to himself, and sends the other k registers to the respetiveservers. The jth server sees a random mixture of jqj; rji and jqj; r0ji. Sine qj gives no informationabout i (by the user privay of the lassial PIR sheme) and eah of rj and r0j is individuallyrandom, the server learns nothing about i. The jth server performs the following unitary mappingjqj; ri 7! (�1)aj �rjqj ; ri;whih he an do beause aj only depends on qj and x. The servers then send everything bak tothe user; the overall ommuniation is 2k(t + a) qubits, double that of the original sheme. Theuser now has the state1p2 j0i(�1)a1 �r1 jq1; r1i � � � (�1)ak�rk jqk; rki+ 1p2 j1i(�1)a1 �r01 jq1; r01i � � � (�1)ak �r0k jqk; r0ki:Up to an insigni�ant global phase (�1)Pj aj �rj , this is equal to1p2 j0ijq1; r1i � � � jqk; rki+ 1p2 j1i(�1)Pkj=1 aj �bj jq1; r01i � � � jqk; r0ki =1p2 j0ijq1; r1i � � � jqk; rki+ 1p2 j1i(�1)xi jq1; r01i � � � jqk; r0ki:The user an learn xi from this by returning everything exept the �rst qubit to 0, and thenapplying the Hadamard transform to the �rst qubit, whih maps 1p2 (j0i+ (�1)xi j1i) 7! jxii. Onthe other hand, he an learn nothing else, sine the various states of the user during the protoolnever depend on any other xj. Aordingly, we have an honest-user QSPIR sheme with reoveryprobability 1 and 2k(t+ a) qubits of ommuniation.Note that nowhere in the protool do the servers have shared randomness: they do not start withit, the random strings rj , r0j are not orrelated between servers, and the servers do not end with anyshared randomness (in fat they end with nothing). Moreover, there is hardly any entanglementin the state either: traing out the one qubit that the user keeps to himself, the state beomesunentangled.Plugging in the best known lassial PIR shemes, due to [2℄, givesTheorem 1 For every k � 2, there exists a honest-user QSPIR (without shared randomness) withommuniation omplexity nO(log log(k)=k log(k)).Slightly better omplexities an be obtained for small k, as stated in the �rst olumn of Table 1in the introdution. For k = 1 our sheme ommuniates 2n qubits (just start from a 1-serversheme with query length 0, a1 = x and b1 = ei), for k = 2 it uses O(n1=3) qubits, for k = 3 it usesO(n1=5:25) qubits et. Notie that we annot use the (slightly better) k-server QPIR shemes fromthe seond olumn of Table 1, sine these reveal more than 1 bit about x.4 Dishonest-user quantum SPIR shemesThe assumption that the user is honest (i.e., follows the protool) is somewhat painful, sine theservers annot rely on this. In partiular, a dishonest quantum user an extrat about log n bitsof information about x of any honest-user QSPIR where the user's �nal state is pure, as follows.Consider suh a pure QSPIR sheme, with as many servers and ommuniation as you like. Fromthe user's high level perspetive, this an be viewed as a unitary that mapsjiij0i 7! jiijxiij�i;xii:5



Beause of data privay, the state j�i;xii only depends on i and xi. Therefore by one appliationof the QSPIR and some unitary post-proessing, the user an erase j�i;xii, mappingjiij0i 7! jiijxii;for any i or superposition of is of his hoie. That is, one run of the QSPIR an be used to make onequery to x. Van Dam [6℄ has shown how one quantum query to x an be used to obtain 
(log n)bits of information about x (in the information-theoreti sense that is, not neessarily log n spei�database-bits xj). Aordingly, any pure QSPIR that is seure against an honest user will leak atleast 
(logn) bits of information about x to a heating user. This inludes our shemes from theprevious setion. Even worse, the servers annot even detet whether the user heats, beause theywill have the same state in the honest sheme as well as in the heating sheme.By Holevo's theorem [8℄, the information that a dishonest quantum user an obtain about x isupper bounded by the total ommuniation of the sheme. This is sublinear for all k � 2, but stillquite a lot. How to ahieve perfet privay against dishonest quantum users? In fat, for k � 2servers we an just use a lassial SPIR that is seure against dishonest users (of ourse, this willbe a shared-randomness sheme again). If we require the servers to measure what they reeive inthe omputational basis, then a dishonest quantum user annot extrat more information than alassial dishonest user|that is, nothing exept one xi.The ase of SPIR with a single server is di�erent. This primitive is equivalent to 1-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer (OT) and, when we require perfet information-theoreti privay againsta dishonest server and user, it is impossible both in the lassial and in the quantum world [11℄.Cr�epeau [5℄ has exhibited a quantum sheme for so-alled 1-out-of-2 OT, whih suÆes to onstrut1-out-of-n OT and is perfetly seure against honest users and a dishonest server. However, adishonest user an learn all n bits of the database. In fat, in any OT sheme whih is perfetlyseure against dishonest servers, a dishonest user an always learn all n bits of the database [11℄.By repliating the database in more than one servers, we an overome this diÆulty.5 ConlusionWe have shown that the best known PIR shemes an be turned into quantum PIR shemes that aresymmetrially private with respet to a honest user, i.e., exept for the bit xi that he asks for, thehonest user reeives no information whatsoever about the database x. Shared randomness amongthe servers is neessary for ahieving SPIR in the lassial world. Our quantum SPIR shemesdon't need this.Rather interestingly, the best known quantum PIR shemes use polynomially less ommunia-tion than the best known lassial shemes (Table 1), but our PIR-to-QSPIR redution does notseem to work starting from a quantum PIR system. We leave it as an open question whether theommuniation omplexity of QSPIR shemes an be signi�antly redued, either based on theQPIR shemes of [9℄ or via some other method.AknowledgmentsWe thank the referees for some useful omments that improved the presentation of the paper.
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